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We show that there is a filter on w such that for any sumetacompact space X and any open 
cover Uu of X, there is a sequence { y,z: n E w} of open refinements of Ou such that { n: ord(x, Zr,,) -c w} 
is in the filter for every x E X. We apply this result to submetacompactness of product spaces, 
showing, e.g., that if X has a a-closure-preserving cover by compact sets, then X x Y is submeta- 
compact for every submetacompact space Y. 
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1. Introduction 
If 7’” is a collection of subsets of a set X, let ord(x, clr) denote the cardinality of 
{ V E “Ir: x E V}. A space X is subparacompact if every open cover % of X has a 
a-discrete closed refinement, or equivalently, there exists a sequence ( Vn) of open 
refinements of % such that for each x E X, ord(x, V,,) = 1 for some n E w. A space 
X is metacompact if every open cover of X has a point-finite open refinement, and 
is submetacompact, or tLrejinable, if every open cover % has a sequence (y,,) of 
open refinements such that for each x E X, ord(x, V,,) < w for some n E w. This (V,,) 
is called a O-sequence of open refinements of 021. A space X is weakly submetacompact, 
or weakly &refinable, if every open cover 021 of X has an open refinement V= 
U llEW “Ir, such that for each x E X, 1 s ord(x, V,,) < w for some n E w; it is equivalent 
* This paper was written while the second author had been visiting Auburn University 
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here to require ord(x, vm) = 1 for some n E w. This 2’ is called a weak O-rejnement 
of ou. 
Evidently, metacompact and subparacompact spaces are submetacompact, and 
submetacompact spaces are weakly submetacompact. We refer the reader to [2] for 
a quite complete treatment of these covering properties, and some discussion of 
their role in general topology. 
In this paper, we show that the phrase “for some n E w” in the definition of 
submetacompact can be replaced by “for filter-many n E w” for some filter on the 
natural numbers. More precisely, we show that there is a filter 9 on w such that, 
for any submetacompact space X and any open cover % of X, there exists a sequence 
(“Ir,) of open refinements of % such that for each x E X, 
We show that a similar result holds for subparacompact spaces, and that no such 
result is possible for weakly submetacompact spaces. 
Next we apply this result to products. It is well known that most covering properties 
are poorly behaved with respect to products; e.g., Przymusinski [7] has shown that 
there is a separable metric space X and a first-countable regular Lindeliif space Y 
such that XX Y is not submetacompact. An easy positive result is that if X is 
compact and Y is paracompact (respectively, subparacompact, metacompact, sub- 
metacompact, weakly submetacompact), then X x Y is paracompact (respectively, 
subparacompact, etc.). Obviously, this result also holds if X is in the class DC of 
spaces which are a discrete union of compact subspaces. Telgarsky [9] extended 
this by considering the following topological game G(DC, X): At the nth stage, 
Players I and II choose closed subsets of II’s previous play (or of X, if n = 0); I’s 
choice must be in the class DC, and II’s choice must be disjoint from 1’s. We say 
I wins if the intersection of II’s choices is empty. The class of spaces in which I 
has a winning strategy in G(DC, X) includes all spaces which admit a a-closure- 
preserving cover by compact sets, hence all submetacompact locally compact spaces 
(see [5, 121). Telgarsky showed that if a paracompact T,-space X is in this class, 
then X x Y is paracompact for each paracompact space Y. Yajima [ 12, 141 showed 
that the corresponding result holds if “paracompact” is replaced by “subparacom- 
pact” in Telgarsky’s theorem, and obtained partial results for metacompact, submeta- 
compact, and weakly submetacompact spaces. In this paper, we show that for a 
regular space X, the analogue of Telgarsky’s theorem is valid for all these covering 
properties. 
We fix some notation. If A is a set, A’” denotes the set of all finite sequences 
of elements of A, and A”’ denotes the set of all w-sequences. If (T = (a,, a,, . . . , a,) E 
A’” and u E A, then (+@ a denotes the sequence (a,, . . . , a,, a). If a, 7 E A’“, then 
u c 7 means 7 extends a, i.e., u = 7 1 n for some n s w. 
Given collections Uu and ‘Ir of subsets of a set X, and Y c X, let Q A v= 
{UnV:lJ~~andV~ZT},andlet021]Y={UnY:U~%}. 
No separation axioms are assumed. However, regular spaces are assumed to be T, . 
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2. Getting filter-many n E w 
The following is the main result of this section: 
Theorem 2.1.’ There is a jilter 9 on w satisfying: For every submetacompact space X 
and every open cover 3 of X, there is a sequence (3,) of open rejinements of _Y? such 
that for each x E X, 
The proof of this theorem is obtained by closely analyzing the proof of a 
characterization of submetacompact spaces due to Worrell, especially as presented 
by Junnila in [5]. If Ou is a cover of X and x E X, we say that a cover V of X is a 
pointwise W-rejinement of Q at x if there is a finite subcollection 3 of Q such that 
each member of ‘V which contains x is contained in some member of 3. Moreover, 
a sequence (‘V,,) of covers of X is called a pointwise W-refining sequence for % if 
for each x E X, there exists n E w such that V,, is a pointwise W-refinement of Ou at 
x. Worrell’s characterization of submetacompactness is: 
Theorem 2.2 ([lo]; see also [5, Theorem 1.51). A space X is submetacompact if and 
only if every open cover of X has a pointwise W-rejining sequence of open covers of X. 
We begin our proof of Theorem 2.1 by setting up some notation and establishing 
a lemma that will give us the right filter. 
Let 2 be all subsets J of oCw such that 
(a) ~EJ and CC T implies ~EJ, 
(b) for each f E ww, there is some n E w with f 1 n E J. 
Given g E ow, let 
F(g)={aEo”:~(l)>g(cT(O)),...,cr(n-l)ag(a(n-2)) and nal}. 
Let 
9*={F(g)nJ: gEW*’ and JE,$}. 
Lemma 2.3. 4* has the finite intersection property. 
Proof. Pick g, , . . . , g, E ww and J, , . . _ , Jk E 9. Define f E ww as follows by induction: 
f(O)=O,f(l)~g,(f(O))+. ~~+gk(f(0)),f(2)~ggl(f(l))+~~~+gk(f(l)),...,f(n+ 
l)zg,(f(n))+* . .+gk(f(n)), . . . . 
For each is k, we can choose some nj E w such that f) ni E -Ii. Let m = 
max{ nj : i G k}. Then we have 
flmE(F(g,)nJ,)n...n(F(gk)nJk). 0 
’ We don’t know if the filter 9 in Theorem 2.1 can be the co-finite filter-we conjecture not. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let .9* be the collection of subsets of wcw described above. 
It follows from Lemma 2.3 that 9” can be extended to a filter 9 on wcw. It suffices 
to prove that, for every submetacompact space X and every open cover 9 of X, 
there is a countable family {OV: (T E w <,} of open refinements of 9 such that for 
each x E X, 
{UE w-: ord(x, (!?Yc) < w} E 9. 
Let X be a submetacompact space and 9 an open cover of X. Then 9 has a 
pointwise W-refining sequence {‘V,,} of open refinements. Moreover, each “Ir, has 
a pointwise W-refining sequence {V,,,,}, of open refinements. Thus we can induc- 
tively construct a countable family { “Ir, : CT E w <,} of open covers of X such that 
each “Ir, has a pointwise W-refining sequence {7f~o,}, of open refinements. Let 
{“lrr: aEw+}={Clr;: n E CO}. Moreover, let Q,, = A,,, ‘Vi for each n E w. 
Claim 1. The sequence {Q,} of open rejnements of .Y satisJies: For each XE X and 
each m E w, there is some k(x, m) E w such that qj is a pointwise W-rejinement of Q,,, 
at x for each j 2 k(x, m). 
To see this, fix x E X and m E w. Choose u,,, . . . , a,,, E wcw such that %,,, = 
Ais,,, VVf. For each is m, there are some ni E w and some finite EEi c VV, such that 
XE VE ~&I$ implies V c Z for some Z E %;. 
For each is m, find p, E w with VW,@,,, = Vb, . Let k(x, m) = max{ p, : is m}. Let 
SC A\ism zi. Then 2 is a finite subcollection of Q,,,. 
Suppose j 2 k(x, m) and x E U E aj. We have only to show that U c Z for some 
Z E .%. Then some WE (?&,,) contains U. We can find Vi E Y$, = vC80n, such that 
WC Vi for each is m. Since Vi contains x, each Vi is contained in some Z, E zi. 
Hence we have 
Thus, Claim 1 has been proved. 
In the proof of [5, Proposition 1.41, Junnila shows that, given an open cover 9 
of X and a sequence {“u,} of open refinements of .Y satisfying the property of Claim 
1 (actually, he considers a weaker property), there exists a countable family {Ocr: (T E 
wcw} of open refinements of 9, and a countable collection {H,: u E w<“‘} of subsets 
of X such that each O<, is point-finite at each point of H,. 
Let us recall the definition of H,. For each n, k E w, let 
Ln,k = {x E X: Ou, is a pointwise W-refinement of %, at x}. 
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it won’t matter what the definition of YV~7,i),rr(,+,j is. Fix an x E X. Junnila shows the 
following: 
If f~ ww satisfies that OU,(,,+,) is a pointwise W-refinement of Qfcn) 
at x for each n E w, then there is some m E w such that x E H/,,,,. (*) 
Our proof will be complete if we show: 
Claim 2. {a E wcw: x E H<,} c 9. 
Define g, : w + w by g,(m) = k(x, m) for each m E w. It should be noted by Claim 
1 that if UE gn belongs to F(g,), then oU_(;+,) is a pointwise W-refinement of Q,,,, 
at x for each i G n - 2, that is, x E L,. Let 
J={uEOJcW: erg F(g,), or UE F(g,) and XE H,}. 
First we show that J satisfies the conditions (a) and (b), stated before Lemma 2.3. 
(a) Suppose UE J and UC T. If 7& F(g,), then 7~ J. Suppose 7~ F(g,), 7~ W” 
and u E o”‘. Then m s n and T 1 m = u. Observe that u E F(g,). By x E H,, we have 
St(x, %(n+,))c St(x, %(+1,) = St(x, %r+,,) 
= ,u* (U cur~(l),<~~~+,,)~ u (U w7(iM,+,)). 
,=n-2 
On the other hand, 7~ F(g,) implies x E L,. Hence x E H,, whence T E J. Thus J 
satisfies (a). 
(b) Let f~ ww. If fl n E F(g,) for some n E w, then fl n E J. Suppose fl n E F(g,) 
for each n E w. This means that 02l,(,+,, is a pointwise W-refinement of Qfcn, at x 
for each n E o. By condition (*), x E H,im for some m E w. Hence fl m E .T. Thus, J 
satisfies (b). 
Now we have 
F(gY)nJ={uE6J’“: UE F(g,) and XE H,}c{u~w<“: XE H,}. 
Therefore, {u E w (w : x E H,,} E 9. Claim 2 has been proved, by which the proof is 
completed. 0 
We can obtain a similar filter property for subparacompactness. 
Proposition 2.4. There is a jilter 9 on w satisfying: For every subparacompact space 
X and every open cover 6 of X, there is a u-discrete closed refinement IJ,,,, St?,, of B 
such that each Ye,, is discrete in X and for each x E X, {n E w: x E IJ R,,} E 9. 
Proof. It suffices to show that there exists a filter 59 on w x w such that, for every 
subparacompact space X and every open cover 6 of X, there is a u-discrete closed 
refinement U { YI$,: n, m E CO} such that each EL,,, is discrete in X and for each x E X, 
{(n,rn)~wxw:x~U~~,,,}E~. 
Given gc ww and k E w, let 
F(g, k)={(n,m)Ewxw: mzg(n) and nzk}. 
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Then {F(g, k): gE ww and k E w} has the finite intersection property. So it can be 
extended to a filter 3 on o x w. 
Let X be a subparacompact space and 0 an open cover of X. 
It follows from [3, Lemma 2.11 that there exists a sequence (021,) of open 
refinements of 0 satisfying: 
(i) QO= 0 and a,,+, refines %, for each n E o; 
(ii) given n E w and x E X, there is some m > n such that St(x, a,,,) c U for some 
UE ou,. 
Let O={O,: a.<~}. For each XEX, let 
(Y, = inf{cu < K: St(x, 021,) = 0, for some n E o}. 
For each n, m E w and LY < K, let 
H n,m,a ={xEX: a,=cY,St(X,021”)~0, 
and St(x, %,,,)= U for some U E %!,} 
and let Z,,, = { Hn,m,a : a < K}. In the proof of (a) + (b) of [3, Theorem 1.21, Burke 
shows that each 5Y,,, is discrete in X and {fi: H E X,,, and n, m E w} is a closed 
refinement of 0. 
Fix an x E X. Our proof will be completed by the following: 
Claim. {(n,m)Ewxw:xEU~,,,}E~ 
To see this, define g, E ww so that gx(n) = m implies St(x, 021,) c U for some 
U E 4!&. Choose k, E w such that St(x, 021,.J c OaI. Then (n, m) E F(g,, kX) implies 
that 
St(x, %21,) = St(x, Q!+, ) = o,, 
and St(x, 4!&,) c St(x, 4&,,,) = U for some U E Ou,,. This means that x E H,,,,,? = 
IJ X’,,,. Hence we have 
F(g,,k,)c{(n,m)Ewxw:xEU~,,,}E~. 0 
However, there is no analogous result for weak submetacompactness. 
Example 2.5. There exist a (hereditarily) weakly submetacompact, Tychonoff space 
X and an open cover 0 of X satisfying: For every weak e-refinement U,,,, 021, of 
0, there are two points x, y E X such that 
{now: lsord(x,Q,)<w and l~ord(y,Q,,)<o}=@ 
Proof. Let L = {a < w2 : c f(a) = w,}. Then L is stationary in w2 (cf. [6, Lemma 
11.6.101). Let S be a set of all successor ordinals in w2. For each cy E L, we can 
choose fa : w, + a such that 
(i) fe is increasing; 
(ii) a = supK(P): P E 4; 
(iii) fe(p) E S for each p E w,. 
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ForeachpEw,,let Np(~)={~}u{f,(y):~~y<w,}. WeconsiderthespaceX= 
w2 such that each point of 02\ L is isolated and each CY E L has a neighborhood base 
{N,(a): p < w,}. Since each Np(cr) is open and closed in this topology, X is a 
Tychonoff space. Since X is the union of two discrete subspaces L and X\L, X is 
hereditarily weakly submetacompact. 
Let B={N,(a): (Y E L}u {w>\L}. Suppose that IJ,,, %, is a weak e-refinement 
of 0. Suppose that, for any x, , x2 E X, there is some n E w such that 1 s ord(xi, a,,) < w 
(i=1,2). PickmEL. ForeachpEw,, choose some n(q p) E o such that 
15 ord(a, %ca,~J <w and 1 s ord(&(cY), %nc_,pJ <w. 
Then there are some n, E w and an uncountable set A, c w, such that ~(a, p) = n, 
for each p E A,. Let U, be a member of c%1,, with (Y E U,. By (ii), take some pm E A, 
with fa(pa) E U,. Note that there are some k E w and a stationary set L, c L such 
that n, = k for each Q E L,. Since the map (~++f,(p,) from L,, into w2 is regressive, 
it follows from the pressing-down lemma (cf. [6, Lemma 11.6.151) that there are 
some y E w2 and a stationary set L, c L, such that fa(pn) = y for each (Y E L, . This 
means that y E U, E qk for each (Y E L, , hence ord( y, “u,) > w. On the other hand, 
we have 
where LY E L, and pa E A,. This is a contradiction. 0 
3. Submetacompactness of products 
In the introduction we described the game G(DC, X), where DC is the class of 
spaces having a discrete cover by compact sets. Calvin and Telgarsky showed that 
if I has a winning strategy in G(DC, X), then I has a stationary winning strategy, 
i.e., a winning strategy which depends only on 11’s previous move. More precisely: 
Theorem 3.1 [4]. Player I has a winning strategy in the game G(DC, X) ifand only 
if there is a function s from 2x into 2x n DC, where 2x denotes the family of all closed 
sets in X, satisfying 
(i) s(F)c Ffor each FEDS, 
(ii) if (F,,) is a decreasing sequence of closed sets in X such that s( F,,) n F,,,, = 0 
for each n E w, then n7,,, F,, =0. 
Let X x Y be a product. A subset of the form U x V in X x Y is called a rectangle. 
For a rectangle R in XX Y, R’ and R” denote the projections of R into X and Y, 
respectively. We say that R = R’x R” is an open rectangle if R’ and R” are open in 
X and Y, respectively. 
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Theorem 3.2. Let X be a regular submetacompact space and Y a submetacompact 
space. Zf Player I has a winning strategy in G(DC, X), then X x Y is submetacompact. 
Proof. Let ~:2~ +2x n DC be a stationary winning strategy for Player I in 
G(DC, X). Let 0 be an open cover of X x Y. We may assume without loss of 
generality that 0 is closed under finite unions. 
Given an open rectangle R = R’ x R” in X x Y, we define collections s,,,(R) and 
92,,,(R) of open subrectangles of R for each n, m E w as follows. 
There is a discrete collection {CA: A E A} of compact sets in X such that s(R’) = 
U {CA : A E A}. Since X is regular submetacompact, by Theorem 2.1 we can find a 
sequence “ur, = { W,: y E r,}, n E w, of collections of open sets in X, satisfying 
(i) u’, covers R’ for each n E w; 
(ii) w, meets at most one member of {CA : A E A} for each y E l-l,,, m; 
(iii) for each x E l?‘, {n E w: ord(x, “ur,) < w} E 9, where 9 is the filter on w 
described in Theorem 2.1. 
For each y E lJ,,,,, r,, let K, = w,, n CA if w, meets some (unique) CA and let 
K, = 0 otherwise. 
Fix n E w and y E r,,. By the compactness of K, and the regularity of X, we can 
find two sequences 
{ u0.s x VT.6 : s~A(r, ml1 and {uk,ax Vv,8: s~A(r, m)), 
m E w, of collections of open rectangles in X X Y, satisfying 
(iv) K, c UO,,s c U”,,6 c Ub,, ; 
(v) $6 , x V,,c 0 for some OEQ’; 
(vi) each 7”,,,m = {V,,, : 6 E A (7, m)} is an open cover of R”; 
(vii) for each y E R”, {m E w: ord(y, V?,,) < w} E 9. 
For each n, m E w, y E r, and 6 E A( y, m), let 
G,, = ( U:,s n W, n R’) x Vy,, and R,6 = (( W, n R’)\ !I?“,,) x V,,,. 
Now, for each n, m E w, we set 
s,,,,,(R) = {G,, : iS~A(y,m) and YET,}, 
s,,,,(R) = 14,s : S~A(y,rn) and YET,,}. 
Then g,,,(R) and 92,,,(R) are collections of subrectangles of R and satisfy the 
following conditions (viii)-(xi): 
(viii) 9?&,(R) u S,,,(R) is a cover of R. 
Pick (x, y)~ R’x R”. By (i) and (vi), we can take some YE r,, and 6 E A(y, m) 
such that (x, y)~ W,x V,,,. If xE U:, then (x, y)~ G,s~ Se,,,(R). If xg U:,s, then 
(x, Y) E R,s E 3n.m (R), because of (iv). 
(ix) Let s2 be the filter on w x w generated by sets of the form 
l_,{{n}xF,: nEFand F,E%}, where FE.95 
Then, for each z E R, we have 
{(n,m)~wxw:ord(z, ~~,,,(R)u~~,,(R))<w}E~‘. 
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Indeed, pick z=(x,y)~R’xR” and let F={n~~:ord(x,~~)<w}~~ Let 
{y E r,, : x E W,,} = { y( n, 0), . . . , y( n, k,)} for each n E F. Let 
F, = n {m E w: ord(y, Zry(n,ij,m) < w} E 5 
i=k,, 
for each n E F. Then, for each n E F and m E F,,, we have 
ord((x, Y), %,,,(R)u R,.,(R)) < w. 
(x) Each member of g,,,(R) is contained in some member of 0’. 
This is clear from (v). 
(xi) If 0 E 3?,,,(R), then Q’n s(R’) = 0. 
Let Q = R,8 for some y E r,, and 6 E A(y, m). Then we have 
O’ns(R’)c(W,\UO,,s)n(U(C,:hEA})=K,\UO,,=O. 
Now, we define $& and ?i&, for each u E (o x w)<~, u # 0. For each n, m E w, let 
3( ,,,,,,) = %,,,(X x Y) and Bcn,mj =%,,,,(Xx Y). Given UE(WXW)<‘” and (n,m)E 
0 x w, we set 
9 rr~(n,m)= %u (U i%,,(R): R E R,]), 
% <,~(n,m) = U {s,,,,(R): R E SW>. 
Our proof will be complete if we show: 
Claim. {$ u ( $R2, A 0): u E (w X w)‘~} is a &sequence of open rejnements of 0. 
By induction on the length of u and (viii) above, it is easy to see that each 
?$, u (%,, A 6) covers X x Y. So, by (x), each 9” u (%!_ A 0) is an open refinement 
of 0. 
Pick z E X x I’. By (ix), take a, = (n,, m,) E w x w such that ord( z, %_ u %<_,,) < w. 
By (ix) again, we can take (n,, m,)E w x w such that 
Then we have ord(z, $,, u ?&,,) < w, where CT, = ((n,, m,), (n, , ml)). Continuing 
this matter, we can choose some g = ((n,, m,), (n,, m,), . . .) E (w x w)~ such that 
ord(z, ‘&ik u %gik) < w for each k E w. Assume that z E lJ sz,lk for each k E w. Since 
{R E 9&: z E R} is nonempty and finite, it follows from K&rig’s lemma (cf. [6, 
Lemma 11.5.71) that there is a sequence Rk E CQk, k E w, of open rectangles such 
that z E Rk E 92,,,.,,,, (Rk-,) for each k E w, where R_, = Xx Y. Since Rk+, = Rk, we 
have I?;,, c Ri for each kg w. Moreover, by (xi), we have R;,, n s(l?;) =0 for 
each k E w. By the choice of s, we obtain nktw l?; =0, hence nktw & =0. This 
contradicts z in,_ Rk. Therefore, there is some k G w such that z g l_J ggik. This 
implies that 
ord(z, %+ u ( sijglk A 0)) < w. 0 
By Theorem 3.2 and [9, Corollary 10.21, we obtain the following affirmative answer 
to [14, Question 1.11. 
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Corollary 3.3. If a regular space X has a u-closure-preserving cover by compact sets, 
then X x Y is submetacompact for every submetacompact space Y. 
The following result shows that the condition of “P-space” (in the sense of 
Morita) can be removed in [12, Theorem 2.11. 
Theorem 3.4. Let X be a regular metacompact space and Y a metacompact space. If 
Player I has a winning strategy in G(DC, X), then X x Y is metacompact. 
This proof is similar to the above, but simpler. The details are left to the reader. 
As Example 2.5 shows, we cannot have a filter property for weak submetacompact- 
ness. However, we can obtain the following extension of [14, Theorem 2.31. 
Theorem 3.5. Let X be a regular, weakly submetacompact space and Y a weakly 
submetacompact space. If Player I has a winning strategy in G(DC, X), then X x Y 
is weakly submetacompact. 
Proof. We shall modify the proof of Theorem 3.2. We take the same s, O’, R and 
{C,: A E A} as before. Then we take a collection { W,,: y E I,, and n E CO} of open 
sets in X, satisfying (i’) = (ii) above and 
(ii’) for each x E l?‘, there is some n E w such that ord(x, { W,: y E I’,,}) = 1. 
Pick Y E U,,, r,,. Define K, as before. We can find two sequences 
{ Ul.8 x VT,8 : 6 E A(Y, m)l and Cut.8 x V7,,: 6 E A(Y, m)), 
m E w, of collections of open rectangles in XX Y, satisfying (iii’) = (iv) above, 
(iv’) = (v) above and 
(v’) for each g E R”, there is some m E w such that 
ord(y, 1 I’,,,, : 6 E A( y, m)}) = 1. 
We define G+ R+ S,,,(R) and %&,(R) as before. Then 
(vi’) for each z E R, there is some (n, m) E w x w such that 
z E (u g,,,,(R)) LJ (u R,,,(R)), 
ord(z, ~&,,(R))G 1 and ord(z, %,,,(R))G 1. 
Indeed, pick z = (x, y) E R’x R”. By (ii’), we can take some n E w and y E r, such 
that 
x E W,\U { W+: y’ E I,, with y’ # y}. 
Moreover, by (v’), we can take some m E w and 6 E A( y, m) such that 
Y E v,,s\u { v,,r : 6’~A(y, m) with 6’#S}. 
Then we have 
z = (x, Y) E (W, n R’) x V,,, = G.6 u &,a = 0.L %,m(R)) u tJ ~n,rn(R)). 
It is easy to check that z = (x, y) & G,,,,,u R,,.** for each Y’E r, and S’E A( y’, m) 
with ( y’, 8’) # (y, 8). 
The conditions (vii’) = (x) above and (viii’) = (xi) above are satisfied. 
For each cry (w x w)<&, we inductively define %c as before. For each c E (c x o)‘- 
and each (n, m)Ewxw, we define ~~,~cn,,,~,=U{~~,m(R): REP?_}, where %(,,,,,,= 
%,*(X x Y). 
Now, we set %? = U { $ : CT E (w x w)<~}. By (vii’), each member of 9 is contained 
in some member of 0. Assume that % is not a weak O-refinement of O. Then we can 
pick some Z~E X x Y such that ord(z,, 3”) f 1 for each (T E (w x w)<*. By (vi’), take 
(n,,m,)Ewxw such that 
ZoE (U %.,,,,)” (U ~&,moJ, 
ord(z,, %,,,,,,,J s 1 and ord(z,, s2(no.moJ s 1. 
By the assumption, we have z,& U %c,,n,,m,j. Hence we obtain ord(z,, %+,,,,,,,J = 1. 
Take some Roe %~,,u,,o, such that 
zoo Ro\U {R E scn,,,moj: R # R,}. 
By (vi’) again, we can take (n,, m,) E w x w such that 
zoo (U %,,,,(Ro))” Cu %,,,,,(Ro)), 
ord(z,, %,,,,(Ro))~ 1 and ord(zo, ~~,,,,(Ro))~ 1. 
Note that Z,E (IJ Y&,,,,,(R))” (IJ 9L,.,,,(R)) for each R E 9?~,,o,_,1) with R f Ro. The 
assumption of ord( zO, $,) f 1, where LT, = ((no, m,), (n,, m,)), implies z,& 
U S,,,,,,(R,). Hence we have ord(z,, 5&,,,, (R,)) = 1. Moreover, we can obtain 
ord(z,, %&) = 1. Continuing this matter, we can choose some g= 
((no, m,), (n,, m,), . . .) E (w x co)” such that ord(z,, 5&l,) = 1 for each k~ w. Take 
the unique Rk E 9Q containing z. for each k E w. Then note that Rk E S?,,,,,, ( Rk-,) 
for each k E w, where R_, = X x Y. Similarly, by (viii’), we have nksw & = 0. This 
contradicts Z~E nktw Rk. I7 
Consequently, by [9, Theorem 14.6; 12, Theorem 3.11 and the above results, the 
product theorems for paracompactness, subparacompactness, metacompactness, 
submetacompactness and weak submetacompactness are all true if one factor of 
the product is a regular space X such that Player I has a winning strategy in 
G(DC, X). 
Recall that a space X is said to be C-scattered [12] if every nonempty closed 
subspace H has a compact neighborhood in H. 
Let X”’ = X and X(I) - {x E X: x has no compact neighborhood in X}. If (Y is 
a successor ordinal, then let X’*’ = (X’“-“)“‘. If LY is a limit ordinal, then let 
X’“‘= n PCU Xcp’. Then note that a space X is C-scattered if and only if X’“‘=0 
for some ordinal a. 
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Lemma 3.6. Let X be a regular submetacompact C-scattered space. Then there exists 
a &sequence (%,,) of open covers of X, such that for each U E Q,, n <w, 
(a) ifX’“+“=& then I?“’ is compact, 
(b) if X’“‘=E) and a is limit, then there is some p <(Y with U(e) =0. 
The proof is similar to that of [8, Theorem 1.61. 
Lemma 3.7. Let X be a space with a &sequence { %!,} of open covers of X. If l? x Y 
is submetacompact for each U E a,,, n E w, then so is X x Y. 
Proof. Let 6 be an open cover of X x Y. For each U E Q,,, n E w, it follows from 
Theorem 2.1 that there is a &sequence {%o,,, } of open refinements of 0 I(0 X Y) 
such that for each z E fl x Y 
{mEw: ord(z, %,,)<w}E~. 
For each n, m E w, let 
% n,m ={Gn(Ux Y): GE 9&,, and UE%,}. 
Then it is easy to check that {C!?,,,} is a e-sequence of open refinements of 6’. 0 
Proposition 3.8. If X is a regular submetacompact C-scattered space and Y is a 
submetacompact space, then X x Y is submetacompact. 
Proof. This proof proceeds by transfinite induction on CY such that X’*’ = 0. 
Assume that X’“’ = 0 and (Y is a limit ordinal. Then it follows from Lemmas 3.6 
and 3.7 and inductive assumption that X x Y is submetacompact. 
Assume that XCat’) = 0. Then, without loss of generality, we can assume that X’“’ 
is compact. Indeed, this also follows from Lemma 3.6 and 3.7. 
Let 0 be an open cover of X such that B is closed under finite unions. By the 
compactness of X’*’ and the regularity of X, we can find two sequences 
{U”,ix VS: SEA,} and {Ubx Va: SEA,}, 
n E w, of collections by open rectangles in X x Y, satisfying 
(i) X’“’ c u;c iJ”,c ug, 
(ii) Uk X V, c 0 for some 0 E 0, 
(iii) { Vs: 6 E A,,}, n E W, is a e-sequence of open covers of Y. 
Note that (X\ Ui)‘“’ = 0. By the inductive assumption, (X\ Ui) x Y is submetacom- 
pact. Using Theorem 2.1, for each 6 E A,, and n E w, there is a &sequence { S8+} of 
open refinements of B 1 (X\ U”,) x Y such that for each z E (X\ U”,) x Y, 
{mEw:ord(z, ~&,,)cw}E% 
For each n, m E w, we set 
54 n,m ={Ufx Vs: 8~d,}u{Gn(X\U~)x V,: GE F&, and SEA,,}. 
Then it is easy to verify that {S,,,} is a &sequence of open refinements of 0. 0 
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Remark. For a regular C-scattered space X, Player I has a winning strategy in 
G(DC, X) if X is either a subparacompact space (cf. [9, Theorem 9.7]), or a 
submetacompact P-space (cf. [13, Lemma 3.31). However, it seems to be unknown 
if X is only assumed to be submetacompact (cf. [13, Question on p. 381). 
Similarly, we have: 
Proposition 3.9. If X is a regular metacompact (weakly submetacompact) C-scattered 
space and Y is a metacompact (weakly submetacompact) space, then X x Y is metacom- 
pact (weakly submetacompact). 
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